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1
BIG DATA



Size does not matter, it’s the way you use it!

I Big data appear in all types of data we see
I But...How big is big?

1. For statisticians: 103

2. For DBers: 109 to 1015

3. For BigData users and data miners?
I Data may not be big, but the complexity of the data is big

Human Genome: 3000 megabase pairs but who can really
understand it?
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Scalability is the key

I “Thou shalt not Hadoop”
The Hadoop Grid Fallacy

I The important thing is not big data but the query you are
trying to answer

I Query complexity grows faster than the number of data points
I Language semantics is the real hard problem linked to Big

Data (thank you Google)
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Background and Motivations

Booking a Flight Ticket
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Background and Motivations

Booking a Flight Ticket

I Travel agent: What kind of flight do you prefer?
I Customer: I prefer Skyteam companies, no transits and cheap,

too.
I Travel agent: Which is more important for you: the company

or the price?
I Customer: The price, definitely.
I Travel agent: I have these flights.
I Customer: Wait...can I only get Airbus planes?

Chedy Ra¨ıssi - EDA2012 Talk June 12, 2012- 2
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2
SKYLINE QUERIES



What Are Skyline Queries?
I In a database, a Skyline is a set of tuples of information

(points) that are of special interest to the user
I With respect to a set of preferences!

I Data point X dominates Y if all attributes of X are better
than or equal to the corresponding attributes from Y

I A skyline query returns all data points that are not dominated
by others
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What Are Skyline Queries?

I This is an old problem known as the maximum vector problem
[KLP75, PS85], Pareto frontier

I One-dimensional Skyline = trivial because it is equivalent to
computing min or max

I How to implement it ?
1. Build it on top of relational database system. Use existing SQL

Queries (poor performances)
2. Extend SQL with a new “Skyline Operator”: SKYLINE OF

Chedy Räıssi - CrEDIBLE Talk October 16, 2012- 9



What Are Skyline Queries?

I Query1: Cheap hotels near to the beach
I Query2: High buildings close to the river (NY Skyline)
I Query3: Employees that sell a lot and have a low salary
I Query4: Cheap hotels near to the beach (only 2: one for

category [cheap vs. expensive])
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SELECT *
FROM Hotels
WHERE city = ’Nassau’
SKYLINE OF price MIN, distance MIN;

SELECT e.name, e.salary, sum(s.volume) as volume
FROM Emp e, Sales s
WHERE e.id = s.repr AND s.year = 1999
GROUP BY e.name, e.salary
SKYLINE OF e.salary MIN, volume MAX;

Query 1 Query 3

SELECT *
FROM Buildings
WHERE city = ’New York’
SKYLINE OF distance MIN, height MAX,

x DIFF;

SELECT name, distance,
(CASE WHEN price ≤ 50 THEN ’cheap’

WHEN price > 50 THEN ’exp’) AS pcat
FROM Hotels
WHERE city = ’Nassau’
SKYLINE OF pcat MIN, distance MIN;

Query 2 Query 4

Figure 3: Example Skyline Queries

If pi = qi for all i = 1, . . . ,m, then p and q are incomparable and may both be part of the Skyline if no
DISTINCT is specified. With DISTINCT, either p or q are retained (the choice of which is unspecified).
The values of the attributes dm+1, . . . , dn are irrelevant for the Skyline computation, but these attributes are
of course part of the tuples of the Skyline (i.e., there is no implicit projection). Note that it does not matter in
which order the dimensions are specified in the SKYLINE OF clause; for ease of presentation, we put the
MIN dimensions first and the DIFF dimensions last. In addition, a one-dimensional Skyline is equivalent to
a min, max, or distinct SQL query without a SKYLINE OF clause. Furthermore, note that dominance is a
transitive relation; if p dominates q and q dominates r, then p also dominates r. Transitivity is an important
property to implement the Skyline operation (Section 3).

Figure 3 contains four example Skyline queries. The first two queries are our example queries from the
introduction; i.e., cheap hotels near the beach in Nassau and the Skyline of Manhattan. The third query asks
for salespersons who were very successful in 1999 and have low salary; these people might be eligible for a
raise. Like the first query, the fourth query asks for cheap hotels near the beach in Nassau – this time, how-
ever, at most two hotels are returned because the query specifies price categories; within each price category
the user is only interested for the hotel with the smallest distance to the beach. Naturally, attributes which
are specified in the SKYLINE OF clause may also be used in any other clause. To eliminate outrageously
expensive hotels, for example, the WHERE clause of the first query of Figure 3 could be extended by a price
< 250 predicate.

3 Implementation of the Skyline Operator
Our approach to implement Skyline queries is to extend an existing (relational, object-oriented or object-
relational) database system with a new logical operator that we refer to as the Skyline operator. The Skyline
operator encapsulates the implementation of the SKYLINE OF clause. The implementation of other oper-
ators (e.g., join) need not be changed. According to the semantics of Skyline queries, the Skyline operator
is typically executed after scan, join, and group-by operators and before a final sort operator, if the query
has an ORDER BY clause. (In Section 4, we will discuss exceptions to this rule.) As a result, only sim-
ple modifications to the parser and query optimizer are required and integrating the Skyline operator into a
traditional SQL query processor is extremely simple.

Just like join and most other logical operators, there are several different (physical) ways to imple-
ment the Skyline operator. In this section, we will describe seven variants: three variants based on a
block-nested-loops algorithm; three variants based on divide-and-conquer; and one special variant for two-
dimensional Skylines. Furthermore, we will show how Skyline queries can be implemented on top of a
relational database system, without changing the database system at all; it will become clear, however, that
this approach performs very poorly.

3.1 Translating a Skyline Query into a Nested SQL Query

We will begin and show how Skyline queries can be implemented on top of a relational database system
by translating the Skyline query into a nested SQL query. We will demonstrate this using our hotel Skyline
query from Figure 3. This query is equivalent to the following standard SQL query:
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Exercise

Skyline Exercise

QUESTION: What restaurants are in the skyline if we want the
best service, food, decor, and of course, at the cheapest price?
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Implementations

Implementation of the Skyline Queries

Nested SQL Queries
I Built on top of a relational database system
I Translate the Skyline query into a nested SQL query

Pros: SQL what else? Cons: very poor performance
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〈h1, $50, 3.0miles〉
〈h2, $51, 5.0miles〉
〈h3, $52, 4.0miles〉
〈h4, $53, 2.0miles〉
Figure 4: 2-d Skyline: Sorting Works

〈h1, $50, 3.0miles, ∗ ∗ ∗〉
〈h2, $51, 5.0miles, ∗ ∗ ∗∗〉
〈h3, $52, 4.0miles, ∗ ∗ ∗〉
〈h4, $53, 2.0miles, ∗ ∗ ∗〉
Figure 5: 3-d Skyline: Sorting Does Not Work

SELECT *
FROM Hotels h
WHERE h.city = ’Nassau’ AND NOT EXISTS(

SELECT *
FROM Hotels h1
WHERE h1.city = ’Nassau’ AND h1.distance <= h.distance AND

h1.price <= h.price AND
(h1.distance < h.distance OR h1.price < h.price));

Thus, we can very well express in SQL that we are interested in hotels that are not dominated by other
hotels. However, this approach shows very poor performance for a number of reasons:

• Essentially, this approach corresponds to the naive “nested-loops” way to compute the Skyline because
this query cannot be unnested [GKG+97, BCK98]; as we will see in the following subsections, we
can do much better.

• If the Skyline query involves a join or group-by (e.g., the third query of Figure 3), this join or group-by
would have to be executed as part of the outer query and as part of the subquery.

• As we will see in Section 4 the Skyline operation can be combined with other operations (e.g., join or
Top N ) in certain cases, resulting in little additional cost to compute the Skyline.

As a result, we propose to extend the database system and integrate a Skyline operator into the system. We
focus on such an approach in the remainder of this paper.

3.2 Two-dimensional Skyline Operator

As mentioned in Section 2, a one-dimensional Skyline is trivial because it is equivalent to computing the
min, max, or distinct. Computing the Skyline is also very easy if the SKYLINE OF clause involves only two
dimensions. A two-dimensional Skyline can be computed by sorting the data. If the data is topologically
sorted according to the two attributes of the SKYLINE OF clause, the test of whether a tuple is part of the
Skyline is very cheap: you simply need to compare a tuple with its predecessor. More precisely, you need to
compare a tuple with the last previous tuple which is part of the Skyline. Figure 4 illustrates this approach.
h2 can be eliminated because it is dominated by h1, its predecessor. Likewise, h3 can be eliminated because
it is dominated by h1, its predecessor after h2 has been eliminated.

If sorting needs to be carried out in two (or more passes) because the data does not fit into main memory,
then tuples can be eliminated while generating each run and in the merge phase of the sort. Eliminating
tuples during the run generation (i.e., as part of replacement selection or quicksort) makes the runs smaller
and therefore possibly saves a great deal of disk I/O. Doing such an early elimination of tuples is analogous
to “early aggregation” which is used to improve the performance of group-by operations [BD83, Lar97].

Figure 5 shows why sorting does not work if the Skyline involves more than two dimensions. In this
example, we are interested in hotels with a low price, a short distance to the beach, and a high rating (many
stars). The only hotel which can be eliminated is h3: h3 is dominated by h1, but h1 is not h3’s direct
predecessor. In this example, there is just one hotel between h1 and h3; in general, however, there might
be many hotels so that sorting does not help. There are special algorithms to deal with three-dimensional
Skylines [KLP75], but for brevity we will not discuss such algorithms in this work.

3.3 Block-nested-loops Algorithm

The naive way to compute the Skyline is to apply a nested-loops algorithm and compare every tuple with
every other tuple. This is essentially what happens if a Skyline query is implemented on top of a database
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Implementations

Implementation of the Skyline Queries

Block-nested-loops Algorithm (BNL) [Börzsönyi et al. 2001]
I Significantly faster than the naive approach

Produces a block of Skyline tuples in every iteration
I Keep a window of incomparable tuples in main memory
I p is read from the input, and compared to all tuples of the

window
I Based on this comparison

1. p is dominated by a tuple within the window: p is eliminated
2. p dominates one or more tuples in the window: tuples are

eliminated and p is placed in the window
3. p is incomparable with all the tuples in the window: p is

inserted in the window if there is no space, p is written into a
temporary file
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Implementations

Implementation of the Skyline Queries

Divide and Conquer Algorithm (DC) [Börzsönyi et al. 2001]
I Theoretically the best known algorithm for the worst case

1. Compute the median of the input for some dimension d.
Divide the input into 2 partitions

2. Compute the Skylines S1 and S2 of P1 and P2
Recursively apply the whole algorithm to P1 and P2

3. Merge S1 and S2 to compute the overall Skyline. Eliminate all
the tuples of S2 which are dominated by tuples of S1
(No tuples of S1 can be dominated by tuples of S2 as tuples in
S1 have a better d1 value)
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dimensions have been considered or if one of the partitions is empty or contains only one tuple; in all these
cases the merge function is trivial. A full definition of this algorithm can be found in Appendix B. The
algorithm has also been described in great detail in [PS85].

3.4.2 Extensions to the Basic Algorithm

M-way Partitioning If the input does not fit into main memory, the basic algorithm shows terrible perfor-
mance. The reason is that the input is read, partitioned, written to disk, reread to be partitioned again, and so
on several times until a partition fits into main memory. One may argue that main memories are becoming
larger and larger; at the same time, however, databases are becoming larger and larger and more and more
concurrent queries must be executed by a database server so that the available main memory per query is
limited. As a result, no database vendor today will be willing to implement an algorithm that relies on the
fact that all the data fit into memory.

Fortunately, the I/O behavior of the basic algorithm can be improved quite easily. The idea is to divide
into m partitions in such a way that every partition is expected to fit into memory. Instead of the median,
α-quantiles are computed in order to determine the partition boundaries. If a partition does not fit into
memory, it needs to be partitioned again; this is analogous to recursive partitioning as needed, e.g., for hash
join processing [Gra93].

m-way partitioning can be used in the first step of the basic algorithm as well as in the third step. In the
first step, m-way partitioning is used to produce m partitions P1, . . . , Pm so that each Pi fits into memory
and Si, the Skyline of Pi, can be computed in memory using the basic algorithm. The final answer is
produced in the third step by merging the Si pairwise. Within the merge function, m-way partitioning is
applied so that all sub-partitions can be merged in main memory; i.e., all sub-partitions should occupy at
most half the available main memory. Figure 7 shows which sub-partitions need to be merged if a three-way
sub-partitioning has been applied in the merge function.

As shown in Figure 8, we propose to apply the merge function to the initial partitions in a bushy way.
As a result, the volume of data that must be read and rewritten to disk between different merge steps is
minimized. For instance, in Figure 8 the tuples of S1 are only involved in log m merge steps; these tuples
would be involved inm− 1merge steps if all the merging were carried out in a left-deep way. Like all other
algorithms, we define the full divide-and-conquer algorithm withm-way partitioning in Appendix C.

Early Skyline We propose another very simple extension to the divide-and-conquer algorithm in situations
in which the available main memory is limited. This extension concerns the first step in which the data is
partitioned intom partitions. We propose to carry out this step as follows:

1. Load a large block of tuples from the input; more precisely, load as many tuples as fit into the available
main-memory buffers.

2. Apply the basic divide-and-conquer algorithm to this block of tuples in order to immediately eliminate
tuples which are dominated by others. We refer to this as an “Early Skyline;” it is essentially the same
kind of prefiltering that is applied in the sorting-based algorithm of Section 3.2.
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Skycubes

Subspaces Skylines
I What if a user is not interested by the full-space skyline but

only by some precise subsets?

I Results may be completely di�erent
I For online systems, on-the-fly computation is not e�cient
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Skycubes

The Skycube
I Introduced by Yuan et al. in VLDB 2005
I Goal: Compute and store all subspace skyline results

I For d dimensions, the collection will contain 2d � 1 subspaces

Applications
I Hotel/ Air ticket recommendations
I Any product that allow users preferences among attributes
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Skycubes

The Skycube

How to compute a skycube e�ciently?

Share results between the di�erent subspaces skylines
computations

I BUS algorithm (bottom-up)
I TDS algorithm (top-down)

I Skyey algorithm

Succinct summarization subspace skylines based on semantics
I Stellar algorithm
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Skycubes

Motivation
Observations

I Domination tests = major cost in skyline computation
I Fundamental theoretical questions

I Is it possible to derive skylines without domination tests?
I Is it possible to avoid the computation of a group of

subspaces?

Challenges
1. Minimize domination tests

2. Compress skycube
I limit subspaces computations to the maximum

3. Compute skycubes for high-dimensional data sets
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Skycubes

Orion Framework
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Skycubes

Orion Framework
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Derivation Rules

Preliminary Definitions

Definition (Indistinct and
incomparable skyline)

I p 2 SKY (U) is an indistinct
skyline in U if 9q 2 SKY (U)
such that p 6= q and p =U q.

I p 2 SKY (U) is an incomparable
skyline in U if p is incomparable
to any other points in SKY (U).

Definition (Types)
U is a type I subspace if all points in
SKY (U) are indistinct from each other
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Derivation Rules

Derivation Rules
Observation
Skyline membership monotonicity does not hold in general

I If p belongs to SKY (U) and SKY (W) such that U ⇢W
I p may not belong to SKY (V) where U ⇢ V ⇢W

I Use a special case for e�cient derivation rules
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Derivation Rules

Derivation Rules
Theorem (Type I derivation rule)
For U and V such that SKY (U) \ SKY (V) 6= ; , if U and V are
type I subspaces, then U [ V is a type I subspace, and

SKY (U) \ SKY (V) = SKY (U [ V)
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Derivation Rules

Derivation Rules
Theorem (Incomparability rule)
If p is an incomparable skyline in subspace U , then for any
subspace V such that U ✓ V

p 2 SKY (V)
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Derivation Rules

Improved Domination Tests
Optimization
With the two presented rules, only a small number of skylines
need to be computed using domination tests
Minimize the number of candidates for domination tests

Definition (Entailed candidate)
A point p is an entailed candidate in a subspace U if 8di 2 U ,
minSKY (U)(di)  p(di)  maxSKY (U)(di)
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Derivation Rules

Orion Algorithm

I Compute the skycube in a bottom-up manner and level-wise
I Apply the derivation rules then apply domination tests if

needed
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Skycube Closures

Compressed Skycube

I Deriving skylines is a good idea but...
I ...our second goal is to avoid computing all subspaces

Basic Idea
I Reduce the number of processed subspaces using notions from

Formal Concept Analysis (closure operators)
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Skycube Closures

Skyline Context
Definition (Skyline Context)

I Let O be the space of all possible objects in space D
I A skyline context is a triplet (O, 2D, R), where R ✓ O ⇥ 2D

represents the skylines in subspaces
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Skycube Closures

Closure Operators
Definition (Galois Connections)
A particular correspondence between the two partially ordered sets
2O and 2D

I ↵(O) = { U 2 2D | SKY (U) = O, U is maximal }
I �(M) =

T
U2M SKY (U)

Definition (Skycube Closure)

h⇤ = ↵ · �
The closure h⇤(M) of a set of subspaces M returns the maximal
subspaces U having the same skylines as M

We have the partitioning of the skycube!
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Skycube Closures

Closure Operators
Example

I h⇤(A) = ↵ · �(A)

I �(A) = {o=
1 , o=

2 }
I ↵({o=

1 , o=
2 }) = {AB}
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Skycube Closures

Orion-clos Algorithm
Basic Idea

I Use a prefix tree data structure
I Depth-first approach
I Use derivation rules
I Store the closed skycubes in a hash-list
I If the processed subspace has the same skyline than a

previously computed closed skycube its branch may be pruned
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Skycube Closures

Queries Over the Compressed Skycube
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Experiments

Experimental Setting
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Experiments

E�ect of Dimensionality
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Experiments

Skylines Inference
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Experiments

Number of Closed Skycubes
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Summary

Summary

I A brief intro to the problem of Closed Skycubes Computation
I Di�erent inference techniques (derivation rules) to quickly

process skylines for di�erent subspaces
I An e�cient compression method is developed for skycubes
I Extensive performance evaluation show the superiority of

Orion framework against related work

What is hot?
I Closed skycubes over data streams
I Querying the semantic web with preferences?
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Summary
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Skypatterns

Knowledge Discovery in Databases

Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) revolves around the
investigation and creation of knowledge, processes, algorithms, and
the mechanisms for retrieving potential knowledge from data
collections
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Skypatterns

Data Mining

... is ”the use of sophisticated data analysis tools to discover
previously unknown, valid patterns and relationships in large
data sets”

Data Mining is … 

Data Knowledge 

“the use of sophisticated data analysis tools 

to discover previously unknown, valid 

patterns and relationships in large data 

sets.” 

Useful for...

I Classification
I Clustering

I Prediction
I Correlation analysis
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Skypatterns

Pattern Mining

I Patterns are subclasses of directed graphs
I Patterns depend on the data type and the applications

needs
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Skypatterns

Transaction Data Analysis

I Introduced in [Agrawal, Imielinski and Swami, SIGMOD 1993]
I Enables the discovery of correlations between items

I Transactions: customers’ purchases of commodities
I {bread , wine, cheese} bought together

I Frequent patterns: product combinations that are frequently
purchased together

I Frequent patterns: patterns (set of items, sequences, graphs)
that occur frequently in a database
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Skypatterns

Frequent Itemset Mining

I Itemset: a set of items, e.g {a, c, m}
I Support of itemsets Sup(acm) = 3
I Frequent pattern mining is an enumeration problem given a

minimal support constraint ✏
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Frequent Itemsets

• Itemset: a set of items
– E.g., acm={a, c, m}

• Support of itemsets
– Sup(acm)=3

• Given min_sup = 3, acm
is a frequent pattern

• Frequent pattern mining: 
find all frequent patterns 
in a database

TID Items bought
100 f, a, c, d, g, I, m, p
200 a, b, c, f, l, m, o
300 b, f, h, j, o
400 b, c, k, s, p
500 a, f, c, e, l, p, m, n

Transaction database TDB



Skypatterns

Frequent Itemset Mining

I Itemset: a set of items, e.g {a, c, m}
I Support of itemsets Sup(acm) = 3
I Frequent pattern mining is an enumeration problem given a

minimal support constraint ✏
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Skypatterns

Motivations

I Discovering patterns satisfying a global property
Dominance relation

I Give the end-user a new and easy way to express his
preferences
In a multidimensional space: each dimension is a measure

I Avoid the threshold issue
What is the ”best” value of my minimal frequency ?

What k in top-k?

Combining several measures ?

What if it also gives a way to discover less (and promising)
patterns ?
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Skypatterns

Notion of skyline patterns

The basic idea: if a pattern is dominated by another according to
all measures in a set M then it is discarded in the output.
(X �M Y : X dominates Y )

Let P be a pattern set. A skypattern of P with respect to M is a
pattern not dominated in P with respect to M.

The skypattern operator Sky(P, M): returns all the skypatterns
of P with respect to M:

Sky(P, M) = {X 2 P| 6 9Y 2 P : Y �M X}
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Skypatterns

Example

Tid Items

t1 A B C D E F
t2 A B C D E F
t3 A B
t4 D
t5 A C
t6 E

Patterns freq length
ABCDEF 2 6

AB 3 2

AC 3 2

A 4 1

Sky(L, {freq, length}) = {ABCDEF , AB, AC , A}
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Skypatterns

Algorithmic Issues

A naive enumeration of L (the whole set of possible patterns) and
then a comparison between the patterns is not possible.

Key idea: Take benefit from the pattern condensed representation
according to the condensable measures of M.
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Skypatterns

Skylineability
1. Skylineability: Look for a smaller set of measures M 0 from M

with interesting properties on the skypatterns.
M is M0-skylineable with respect to ⇢ (resp. �) i� for any patterns

X =M0 Y such that X ⇢ Y (resp. X � Y ), one has X ⌫M Y .

Example: M = {freq, area} is strictly {freq}-skylineable with
respect to �.

B =freq AB: we can directly deduce that AB �M B.
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Skypatterns

Computing automatically M 0

1. Minimizer and maximizer operators to compute M 0.
2. Done using a syntax tree.
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B. Minimal and maximal skylineable converters

Let us first illustrate the general intuition behind an
automatic selection technique. Let M = {freq} be a set
of measures, X and Y be two patterns such that X ⊆ Y .
Obviously,M = {freq} is minimally ∅-skylineable because
freq decreases and X #M Y . Conversely, M = {freq}
is not maximally ∅-skylineable, but is maximally {freq}-
skylineable. Indeed, if X ={freq} Y (i.e., X and Y have
the same frequency), then X #{freq} Y . More generally,
any primitive p that is part of the measure m that hinders
the M ′-skylineability of m, has to be added to M ′. We
generalize this approach to any primitive-based measure. For
this purpose, we define two operators denoted c and c (see
Table III).

Table III: The definition of the minimal and maximal sky-
lineable converters: c and c

Expr. e Primitive(s) c(e) c(e)
e1θe2 θ ∈ {+,×,∪} c(e1) ∪ c(e2) c(e1) ∪ c(e2)
e1θe2 θ ∈ {−, /,∩} c(e1) ∪ c(e2) c(e1) ∪ c(e2)
constant - ∅ ∅
d(X) d ∈ {freq, min, g} ∅ {d(X)}
i(X) i ∈ {length, max,

sum, freq∨, f}
{i(X)} ∅

d(e1) d ∈ {freq, min, g} c(e1) c(e1)
i(e1) i ∈ {length, max,

sum, freq∨, f}
c(e1) c(e1)

Given a primitive-based measure m ∈ M, the minimal
skylineable converter returns a set of measures M ′ = c(m)
guaranteeing that for any pattern X ⊂ Y , if X =M ′ Y
then m(X) ≥ m(Y ). In other words, X dominates Y with
respect tom. Dually, the maximal converter c guarantees that
m(X) ≤ m(Y ) for any pattern X ⊂ Y such that X =c(m)

Y .
Let us illustrate c and c on the area measure. The area

is defined as a product of the frequency and length. Thus,
we report to the first definition in Table III. c(area) =
c(freq(X)) ∪ c(length(X)) = ∅ ∪ {length(X)} =
{length(X)}. Symmetrically, c(area) = c(freq(X)) ∪
c(length(X)) = {freq(X)}∪∅ = {freq(X)}. The skyline-
able converters enable us to automatically find optimization
techniques already known for specific measures such as
area [23], [24] or growth rate [22] (see Table IV (a)).
However, in this work, we generalize this principle to cover
any primitive-based measures. Note that when the converter
c returns no measure (e.g., bond or aconf ), it means that
the measure decreases with respect to the specialization.
Dually, c(m) = ∅ means that m increases with respect to
the specialization.
In practice, as the skypatterns are computed for a set of

measures, we extend the minimal and maximal converters:
Definition 5 (Minimal and maximal skylineable converters):

The minimal and maximal skylineable converters defined
by Table III for any primitive-based measure are naturally

Table IV: Applying the minimal and maximal converters

(a) Individual measures
Meas. m c(m) c(m)
area {freq(X)} {length(X)}
mean {min(X.val)} {max(X.val)}
bond {freq(X), freq∨(X)} ∅
aconf {freq(X), max(X.val)} ∅
gr1 {freq(X,D1)} {freq(X,D2)}

(b) A set of measures M = {freq(X), area(X)}

c({freq(X), area(X)})

c(freq(X)) c(freq(X) × length(X))

c(freq(X)) c(length(X))

extended to a set of primitive-based measures M ⊆ M:
c(M) =

⋃
m∈M c(m) and c(M) =

⋃
m∈M c(m).

For instance, c({freq(X), area(X)}) = c(freq(X)) ∪
c(area(X)) = {freq(X)} and c({freq(X), area(X)}) =
c(freq(X)) ∪ c(area(X)) = {length(X)}.
c({freq(X), area(X)}) = {freq(X)} means that the
most specific patterns (when the frequency remains
unchanged) maximizes the measures {freq(X), area(X)}.
The following property formalizes this observation:
Property 3: A set of primitive-based measures M ⊆

M is minimally c(M)-skylineable and maximally c(M)-
skylineable.
In our implementation, the user specified set of mea-

sures M is parsed through a syntax tree. Following this
step, the minimal and maximal skylineable converters are
recursively applied to automically compute c(M) and
c(M) (an example is provided in table IV (b) for M =
{freq(X), area(X)}). This process is illustrated in Figure
2 with the edge labelled 1. From now on, the set of measures
M ′ refers to c(M) or c(M).

C. Distinct and indistinct operators

In the previous paragraphs, we remarked the fact that
some skypatterns share exactly the same values on the whole
set of measures M ′ (e.g. B ={freq} AB). This observation
leads to the following question: Is it possible to find some
representatives for a group of indistinct skypatterns? We
show that the answer is yes and that instead of directly
evaluating the skypattern query on L, we can compute the
skypatterns on a condensed representation of L and then
regenerate the entire set of skypatterns. For this end, we
introduce the distinct operator which produces condensed
representations adequate to M :
Definition 6 (Distinct operator): Given a set of measures

M ′ ⊆ M, the distinct operation for P ⊆ L with respect to
M ′ and θ ∈ {⊂,⊃} returns all the patternsX of P such that
their generalizations (or specializations) are distinct from X
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Skypatterns

Computing Concise representations according to M 0

Dis✓(P, M 0) = {X 2 P|8Y ✓X : X 6=M0 Y } where ✓ 2 {⇢,�}

The distinct operation for P ✓ L with respect to M0
and ✓ 2 {⇢,�} returns all

the patterns X of P such that their generalizations (or specializations) are

distinct from X with respect to M0

Example:

Dis⇢(L, {freq}) = {A, B, C , D, E , F , AD, AE , BC , BD, BE , CD, CE , DE}
and Dis�(L, {freq}) = {A, D, E , AB, AC , ABCDEF}.
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language L: L = 2I\∅. A transactional dataset is a multi-
set of patterns of L. Each pattern, named transaction, is a
database entry. Table I(a) presents a transactional dataset D
where 6 transactions denoted by t1, . . . , t6 are described by
6 items denoted by A, . . . , F .

Table I: Example of a toy data set and measures

(a) A toy data set
D

Tid Items
t1 A B C D E F
t2 A B C D E F
t3 A B
t4 D
t5 A C
t6 E

Items A B C D E F
val 10 55 70 30 15 25

(b) Some measures of M
Name Definition
area X !→ freq(X) × length(X)

mean X !→ min(X.val)+max(X.val))
2

bond X !→ freq(X)
freq∨(X)

aconf X !→ freq(X)
max(X.freq)

gr1 X !→ |D2|
|D1|

× freq(X,D1)
freq(X,D2)

All the measures discussed in this study are based on the
set of primitive-based measuresM that were first defined in
the context of constraint-based pattern mining [25]. Table II
presents general definitions of measures and Table I(b) gives
some specific examples. As presented in [25], M defines a
very large set of interesting measures.

Table II: A subset of the primitive-based measures

Measure m ∈ M Primitive(s) Operand(s)
m1θm2 θ ∈ {+,−,×, /} (m1, m2) ∈ M2

θ(s) θ ∈ {freq, freq∨, length} s ∈ S
θ(s.val) θ ∈ {sum, max, min} s ∈ S

constant r ∈ &+ - -
Syntactic expression s ∈ S Primitive(s) Operand(s)

s1θs2 θ ∈ {∪,∩, \} (s1, s2) ∈ S2

θ(s) θ ∈ {f, g} s ∈ S
variable X ∈ L - -
constant l ∈ L - -

In addition to the classical operators of "+ and L, the
function freq denotes the frequency of a pattern, and length
its cardinality. The disjunctive support is freq∨(X) =
|{t ∈ D|∃i ∈ X : i ∈ t}|. Given a function val : I → "+,
we extend it to a pattern X and note X.val the multiset
{val(i)|i ∈ X}. This kind of function is used with the
usual SQL-like primitives sum,min andmax. For instance,
sum(X.val) is the sum of val for each item ofX . Finally, f
is the intensive function i.e. f(T ) = {i ∈ I|∀t ∈ T, i ∈ t},
and g is the extensive function i.e. g(X) = {t ∈ T id|X ⊆
t}.
Definition 1 (Domination): Given a set of measuresM ⊆

M, a pattern X dominates another pattern Y with respect
to M , denoted by X (M Y , iff for any measure m ∈ M ,
m(X) ≥ m(Y ) and there exists m ∈ M such that m(X) >

m(Y ). Two patterns X and Y are said to be indistinct with
respect to M , denoted by X =M Y , iff m(X) equals to
m(Y ) for any measure m ∈ M (if M = ∅, then X =∅ Y ).
Finally, X *M Y denotes that (X (M Y ) ∨ (X =M Y ).
Consider our running example using the data set D in

Table I and suppose that M = {freq, area}, then the
pattern ABCDEF dominates ABC because freq(ABC)
= freq(ABCDEF ) = 2 and area(ABCDEF ) >
area(ABC). Notice in this case that ABCDEF is indis-
tinct to ABC with respect to {freq}. Similarly, suppose that
M = {freq, mean, length}, the pattern AC dominates AB
because freq(AC) = freq(AB) = 3, |AB| = |AC| = 2
and mean(AC) > mean(AB).

B. The skypattern mining problem
Given a set of measures M , if a pattern is dominated

by another, according to all measures of M , it is irrelevant
and must be discarded in the output. The notion of skyline
pattern formalizes this intuition.
Definition 2 (Skypattern operator): Given a pattern set

P ⊆ L and a set of measures M ⊆ M, a skypattern of
P with respect to M is a pattern not dominated in P with
respect to M . The skypattern operator Sky(P, M) returns
all the skypatterns of P with respect to M :

Sky(P, M) = {X ∈ P | , ∃Y ∈ P : Y (M X}

Given a set of measures M ⊆ M, the skypat-
tern mining problem is thus to evaluate the query
Sky(L, M). For instance, from the toy data set in Table I,
Sky(L, {freq, length}) = {ABCDEF, AB, AC, A}, as
illustrated in Fig. 1.

  









 

 

 

 

















      




















Figure 1: Example of skypattern for a given set of measures

In general, the skypattern mining problem is challenging
because of the very high number of candidate patterns (i.e
|L|). Indeed, a naive enumeration of L is not feasible. For
example, with 1000 items a naive skypattern approach will
need to compute (21000 − 1) × |M | measures and then
compare them. A less naive approach based on heuristics
(such as the anti-monotonicity of some measures) may give
some results. However, the performance will be closely
tied to the underlying properties of the data sets. For
instance, in the case of the frequency measure, the density
of the data set plays a major role in the performance and



Skypatterns

Aetheris Approach
1. Compute the best M 0

2. Process distinct patterns given M 0

3. Compute the skyline patterns from the condensed
representation

4. Finalize by generating all the skypatterns: retrieving of all the
indistinct patterns from their representatives

Ind(L, M 0, P) = {X 2 L|9Y 2 P : X =M0 Y }
Example: Ind(L, {freq}, {AB, AC}) = {B, C , AB, AC}

Finally:

Sky(L, M) = Ind(L, M,Sky(Dis✓(L, M 0), M))
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Skypatterns

Aetheris Approach: Example
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4.

3.

2.

1.

Ind

L {freq; area} Sky

{freq; area} Dis⊃

L c({freq; area})

= {A, AB, AC,ABCDEF}

= {A, AB, AC,ABCDEF}

= {A, D, E, AB,AC, ABCDEF}

= {freq}

Figure 3: Computing the skypatterns with respect to {freq; area} from running example

additional challenges. To cite one example, in the case of
sequences, convenient properties such as the free patterns
apriori property [27], which implies effective search space
pruning, cannot be used. Furthermore, in the case of complex
patterns, and to the best of our knowledge, no work focused
on building concise representations except on the frequency-
based measures.
However, it is worth mentioning that Theorem 1 holds for

any set of measures and any language. This means that the
efficient extraction of complex skyline patterns (i.e., skyline
sequential patterns or skyline graph patterns) is strongly
correlated to the advances and progress on complex pattern
condensed representations. Last, it is important to notice that
Aetheris is not an exclusive approach in the sense that it
can be coupled with other efficient approaches [28], [29] to
extract statistically significant skypatterns.

V. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
A. Experimental protocol and a detailed result
Goals. Our approach is the first to mine the whole set of

skypatterns in a generic way. As a result, we cannot compare
it with earlier methods. Nevertheless, for some data sets,
skypatterns can be extracted by applying the skyline operator
Sky as a post-treatment on the collection of itemsets that
occurs at least once in the dataset, denoted by L. We call this
process baseline approach. Our first batch of experiments
focus on comparing runtimes of the baseline approach with
respect to Aetheris. In our experiments, we limit the set of
measures M ′ to preserving functions only. In this way, we
can use any mining algorithm adequate to free and closed
itemsets [26]. For a fair comparison, the two approaches use
the same implementation of the operator Sky which is based
on the block nested loop (BNL) algorithm [9]. Our second
batch of experiments aims at comparing our approach to an
optimal constraint-based mining method (with thresholds).
For each measure Mi ∈ M , we set the threshold σMi

to
mins∈Sky (L, M)(Mi(s)). This condition guarantees that no
skypatterns will be missed. For instance, in our running
example (Figure 1), σfreq = 2 and σlength = 1. The set
of resulting patterns is called the optimal constraint-based
patterns (or OCB patterns). This set of patterns needs to
be post-processed to find the complete set of skypatterns
Sky (L, M ). Even if this method may seem unrealistic (the
user needs to guess optimal thresholds), we still think that

this experiment has the benefit of quantifying the reduction
of patterns brought by Aetheris even in the scenario where
an ideal end-user is able to perfectly manage theresholds
selections in the constraint-based paradigm.
Datasets and measures. Experiments were carried out on

16 various (in terms of dimensions and density) benchmarks
from the UCI repository2. We considered a number of
combinations of primitive-based measures: frequency, area,
maximum, minimum, growth rate and mean. Measures using
numeric values were applied on attribute values that were
randomly generated within the range [0,1] (see Table I (c)).
All the tests were performed on a 2.5 GHz Xeon processor
with Linux operating system and 2 GB of RAM memory.
Running times were averaged over 5 executions.

B. Results on UCI benchmarks
Table V and VI provide an overview of 128 experiments

carried out on 16 benchmarks, by aggregating the results
for 8 sets of measures. Table V presents averages and
maximal results for Aetheris and the baseline approach.
Note that runtimes only consider the application of skyline
operator and do not take into account mining runtimes
to extract collection of itemsets (baseline approach) or
the pattern condensed representation (Aetheris approach).
Mining condensed representations is generally much more
efficient than extracting all itemsets [16]. This means that in
practice, the gain of Aetheris on the whole process is even
much higher than what is reported. However, because the
efficiency of the condensed representations is a well-known
result in literature, we prefer in these experiments to focus
only on the impact of the skyline operator. It should be
noted that in some cases the enumeration of all the itemsets
fails (e.g., with mushroom and sick data sets, see [26]
for instance). It means that the baseline approach cannot
be applied whereas our approach provides the proper set of
skypatterns. This point is a very important benefit of our
approach.
An important result is that Aetheris always outperforms

the baseline approach with at least a factor of 10. The distinct
operator used to compute skypatterns speeds up the mining
in all cases. The reason is that it drastically reduces the size
of the input considered by the skyline operator. However,

2http://www.ics.uci.edu/∼mlearn/MLRepository.html

language L: L = 2I\∅. A transactional dataset is a multi-
set of patterns of L. Each pattern, named transaction, is a
database entry. Table I(a) presents a transactional dataset D
where 6 transactions denoted by t1, . . . , t6 are described by
6 items denoted by A, . . . , F .

Table I: Example of a toy data set and measures

(a) A toy data set
D

Tid Items
t1 A B C D E F
t2 A B C D E F
t3 A B
t4 D
t5 A C
t6 E

Items A B C D E F
val 10 55 70 30 15 25

(b) Some measures of M
Name Definition
area X !→ freq(X) × length(X)

mean X !→ min(X.val)+max(X.val))
2

bond X !→ freq(X)
freq∨(X)

aconf X !→ freq(X)
max(X.freq)

gr1 X !→ |D2|
|D1|

× freq(X,D1)
freq(X,D2)

All the measures discussed in this study are based on the
set of primitive-based measuresM that were first defined in
the context of constraint-based pattern mining [25]. Table II
presents general definitions of measures and Table I(b) gives
some specific examples. As presented in [25], M defines a
very large set of interesting measures.

Table II: A subset of the primitive-based measures

Measure m ∈ M Primitive(s) Operand(s)
m1θm2 θ ∈ {+,−,×, /} (m1, m2) ∈ M2

θ(s) θ ∈ {freq, freq∨, length} s ∈ S
θ(s.val) θ ∈ {sum, max, min} s ∈ S

constant r ∈ &+ - -
Syntactic expression s ∈ S Primitive(s) Operand(s)

s1θs2 θ ∈ {∪,∩, \} (s1, s2) ∈ S2

θ(s) θ ∈ {f, g} s ∈ S
variable X ∈ L - -
constant l ∈ L - -

In addition to the classical operators of "+ and L, the
function freq denotes the frequency of a pattern, and length
its cardinality. The disjunctive support is freq∨(X) =
|{t ∈ D|∃i ∈ X : i ∈ t}|. Given a function val : I → "+,
we extend it to a pattern X and note X.val the multiset
{val(i)|i ∈ X}. This kind of function is used with the
usual SQL-like primitives sum,min andmax. For instance,
sum(X.val) is the sum of val for each item ofX . Finally, f
is the intensive function i.e. f(T ) = {i ∈ I|∀t ∈ T, i ∈ t},
and g is the extensive function i.e. g(X) = {t ∈ T id|X ⊆
t}.
Definition 1 (Domination): Given a set of measuresM ⊆

M, a pattern X dominates another pattern Y with respect
to M , denoted by X (M Y , iff for any measure m ∈ M ,
m(X) ≥ m(Y ) and there exists m ∈ M such that m(X) >

m(Y ). Two patterns X and Y are said to be indistinct with
respect to M , denoted by X =M Y , iff m(X) equals to
m(Y ) for any measure m ∈ M (if M = ∅, then X =∅ Y ).
Finally, X *M Y denotes that (X (M Y ) ∨ (X =M Y ).
Consider our running example using the data set D in

Table I and suppose that M = {freq, area}, then the
pattern ABCDEF dominates ABC because freq(ABC)
= freq(ABCDEF ) = 2 and area(ABCDEF ) >
area(ABC). Notice in this case that ABCDEF is indis-
tinct to ABC with respect to {freq}. Similarly, suppose that
M = {freq, mean, length}, the pattern AC dominates AB
because freq(AC) = freq(AB) = 3, |AB| = |AC| = 2
and mean(AC) > mean(AB).

B. The skypattern mining problem
Given a set of measures M , if a pattern is dominated

by another, according to all measures of M , it is irrelevant
and must be discarded in the output. The notion of skyline
pattern formalizes this intuition.
Definition 2 (Skypattern operator): Given a pattern set

P ⊆ L and a set of measures M ⊆ M, a skypattern of
P with respect to M is a pattern not dominated in P with
respect to M . The skypattern operator Sky(P, M) returns
all the skypatterns of P with respect to M :

Sky(P, M) = {X ∈ P | , ∃Y ∈ P : Y (M X}

Given a set of measures M ⊆ M, the skypat-
tern mining problem is thus to evaluate the query
Sky(L, M). For instance, from the toy data set in Table I,
Sky(L, {freq, length}) = {ABCDEF, AB, AC, A}, as
illustrated in Fig. 1.

  









 

 

 

 

















      




















Figure 1: Example of skypattern for a given set of measures

In general, the skypattern mining problem is challenging
because of the very high number of candidate patterns (i.e
|L|). Indeed, a naive enumeration of L is not feasible. For
example, with 1000 items a naive skypattern approach will
need to compute (21000 − 1) × |M | measures and then
compare them. A less naive approach based on heuristics
(such as the anti-monotonicity of some measures) may give
some results. However, the performance will be closely
tied to the underlying properties of the data sets. For
instance, in the case of the frequency measure, the density
of the data set plays a major role in the performance and
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Experiments on Itemset Data (L = 2I)

Experiments on UCI data
I 16 benchmarks.
I Synthesis of 128 experiments.
I Runtimes only consider the application of skyline operator.

Comparisons of 3 approaches
1. Baseline approach: Sky ({X ✓ I | freq(X ,D) � 1}, M).

2. Optimal Constraint-Based approach: Assume that user set
the optimal thresholds

3. Aetheris approach:
Sky(L, M) = Ind(L, M,Sky(Dis✓(L, M 0), M))
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Optimal Constraint-Based Approach Settings in a Nutshell
Tid Items

t1 A B C D E F
t2 A B C D E F
t3 A B
t4 D
t5 A C
t6 E

Patterns freq length area
ABCDEF 2 6 12

AB 3 2 6

AC 3 2 6

A 4 1 4
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OCB approach
directly focuses on

this area!

Sky(L, {freq, area}) = {ABCDEF , AB, AC , A}

�sup = 2 and �area = 4
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Results: Conciseness Gain

Average gain of skypatterns according to OCB patterns
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The gain of a skyline approach is always important (greater than
10 and much greater in almost all the cases).
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Results: Performance Gain

Runtime gain of Aetheris according to Baseline
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Aetheris always outperforms the baseline approach with at least a
factor of 10.
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Case Study: Discovering Toxicophores
I Collaboration with the CERM Laboratory.
I Establishing relationships between chemicals and (eco)toxicity

Our aim: Investigate the use of
skypatterns to discover toxicophores
ECBa Dataset: 567 chemicals
(372 very toxic/195 harmful)

a
European Chemicals Bureau

http://echa.europa.eu/

trichlorobenzene
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Case study: Results

Experiment 1: contrast measures (e.g., growth rate) are useful to
discover toxicophores

I only 8 skypatterns!
I the method is able to automatically discover already known

environmental toxicophores:
Â it suggests good insights for the others

Experiment 2: background knowledge can easily be integrating
adding aromaticity and density measures

I the whole set of skypatterns remains small (38 skypatterns)
I discovering of skypatterns including an amine function not

detected in Experiment 1
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Summary

I A novel pattern mining problem.
I Useful results from a user-preference point of view.
I No thresholds ! Threshold-free constraint based pattern

mining is possible!
I Use case: Discovering toxicophores
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Future Work

I Devise new pruning strategy like “approximate and push”.
I Apply it on more complex patterns (sequence, graph,

sequence of graphs).
I Simultaneously on several languages (itemset, sequence, etc.).
I Enabling full interactivity:

I Deleting some skypatterns.
I Adding/deleting some preferences ! skypattern cube

computation.
I Skypatterns and background knowledge: see Szimon’s or M.

Van Leuwen’s papers.
I Skypatterns-based classification.
I Skypattern and their covering.
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